
 
Empire Graded Sheep and Goat Sale Report 
 

Last summer, Empire Livestock Sales in Gouverneur was interested in holding a 
graded sheep and goat sale in the fall.  Ron Kuck, CCE Jefferson and I met with 
Ken Kurtz, general manager of Empire, and talked about what we were trying to 
do.  In the past, we have sent many truckloads of lambs to New Holland Sales in 
Pennsylvania.  New Holland is the terminal market for lambs and goats in the 
northeast.  In other words, many times lambs and goats sold at local sales are 
trucked to New Holland and sold again.  Most of the animals that are sold in New 
Holland are sold for slaughter to the northeast ethnic markets.   
 
A graded sale involves grading the lambs and kids and grouping them by weight 

and grade.  That means grouped by tens, 50-59 pounds, 60-69 pounds, etc.  The grades are Blue, Green and Red and 
sometimes the order varies by sale which is good to bad.  In our case, Blue was best, Green was next and Red was the 
lowest.  We were fortunate to have Levi Geyer, a real USDA grader helping with the sale.  He graded the animals and 
also had many suggestions for improving the sale in the future.  I am happy to report that he also thought we had a nice 
bunch of lambs for sale and helped by calling buyers to let them know. 
 
The staff at Empire Livestock had recently attended an animal handling workshop.  They had a lot of work to do 
weighing individual animals and then re-sorting them by size into separate pens and then keeping track of which lamb 
belongs to which producer after co-mingling them.  The lambs were then graded and sorted into pens by size and grade.  
The staff worked well into the night to get things ready for the sale.  All of the animal handling I saw was very well done. 
 
Producers brought in their lambs on Friday for the Saturday sale.  A few came in on Saturday but we were successful at 
getting the bulk of them in on Friday.  The sale totals were 306 lambs and about 400 total animals the rest being cull 
ewes and goats.  There were some nice goat kids sold and a few larger “steer” goats (year old in good body condition) 
that sold well. 
 
Below is a chart of the sale animals and prices.  The 306 lambs listed here 
were sold in groups.  The group was brought in and the buyers bid on the 
whole lot.  This part of the sale went very quickly!  Most of the lambs were 
commercial white face wool sheep or hair sheep.  There were a few Tunis, 
some Jacob, and a couple wool type sheep.  After the graded lambs were 
sold the cull ewes and all the goats and goat kids were sold individually.  This 
part of the sale took a long time!  More on goat prices later. 
 
The chart lists the groups in order by grade and then size so you can see the 
difference between the prices offered for the different grades.  The graph 
shows the price per head received by each grade over the weight range.    
Ignore the 200 pound lamb – that was an outlier and the only one at the sale.   The total value of the lambs sold during 
the graded part of the sale is $34,697.   
 
The 60-100 lb Blue grading animals brought the best prices per animal.  That doesn’t tell you which is most profitable 
because there may be different costs associated with raising lambs to the different weights.  There is also some natural 
variability between lambs so even though we raised them the same way some will weigh 100 pounds and some will 
weigh 70.  Maybe the smaller ones were triplets or the ewe mom had less milk.  It is clear that it makes the most sense 
to send well fed, Blue grading animals to the sale.  See explanation of grades at the end of the article. 



The difference between an 80 pound blue and an 80 pound green is $43.10 per animal.  That is a big chunk of money in 
the lamb world!  Now, we all have a few animals that will never grade blue and it doesn’t hurt to send them to the sale 
but you can’t expect to get paid the same amount for lower grading animals as you do for the Blues.  And if they were 
mixed in with your animals in a producer group rather than a graded group they might bring your whole price down. 
 

       

 

Ave 
Weight 

Grade 
No. of  

Animals 

Price 
per 

pound 

Ave Price 
per 

Animal 

Total price 
for group 

 
47 Blue 3 $1.50  $70.50  $211.50  

 
55 " 18 $1.83  $100.65  $1,811.70  

 
64 " 64 $1.85  $118.40  $7,577.60  

 
74 " 59 $1.63  $120.62  $7,116.58  

 
84 " 43 $1.60  $134.40  $5,779.20  

 
93 " 25 $1.43  $133.99  $3,349.75  

 
110 " 28 $1.20  $132.00  $3,696.00  

 
198 " 1 $0.65  $128.70  $128.70  

 
36 Green 4 $1.30  $46.80  $187.20  

 
44 " 7 $1.37  $60.28  $421.96  

 
55 " 11 $1.35  $74.25  $816.75  

 
62 " 16 $1.40  $86.80  $1,388.80  

 
74 " 15 $1.25  $92.50  $1,387.50  

 
83 " 4 $1.10  $91.30  $365.20  

 
94 " 2 $0.83  $78.02  $156.04  

 
102 " 1 $0.80  $81.60  $81.60  

 
38 Red 2 $0.35  $13.30  $26.60  

 
50 " 1 $1.25  $62.50  $62.50  

 
60 " 1 $1.28  $76.80  $76.80  

 
92 " 1 $0.60  $55.20  $55.20  

 
Total         $34,697.18  
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The goats brought good prices, too.  They ranged from $20.00 per head for small scrawny kids to $250.00 per head for 
large well-fed wethers.  All the cull ewes and goats were graded but they weren’t separated into groups or by grade.   
 
Of course, we all want to figure out how this sale compared to New Holland since that is usually our best alternative 
auction market.  One big difference is the shrink.  In the past I have kept track of the shrink on our animals from the 
Extension farm and my home flock.  Shrink generally runs close to 15% (about 10 pounds on a 70 pounds lamb!).  At the 
Empire Sale I compared the weights from lambs taken on Thursday and sold on Saturday.  The average shrink was just 
under 2 pounds with the range from 5 pounds as a high to a couple lambs that actually gained weight.  Trucking was 
$3.00/head for Gouverneur compared to $10.00/head (or sometimes more) for New Holland.  Quite a few producers 
were able to bring their own animals to the sale. 
 
Prices at New Holland were very high in early September due to the Festival of Sacrifice when over 12,000 lambs were 
sold over a few days.  Prices were a little depressed the end of September and just starting to rebound when we held 
our sale on October 15th.  I looked through several sales for a good representative price to the 80 pound lamb and used 
two different examples for the 60 pound lamb. 
 
So to compare… 
87 pound lamb: 
Empire 

87 lbs – 2 shrink = 85 x $1.60/lb = $136.00 – 3 for trucking – 5 for commission = $128.00 
New Holland 

87 lbs – 13 shrink = 74 x $1.93/lb = $143.00 – 10 for trucking – 5 for commission = $128.00 
 
67 pounds lamb: 
Empire 

67 lbs – 2 shrink = 65 X $1.85/lb = $120.25 – 3 trucking – 5 commission = $112.25 
New Holland – 2 different sales since they varied some 

67 lbs – 7 shrink = 60 x $1.93/lb = $115.80 – 10 trucking – 5 commission = $100.80 
67 lbs – 7 shrink = 60 x $2.29/lb = $137.40 – 10 trucking – 5 commission = $122.40 

 
I only compared Blue grading lambs since they are really what we are striving to sell.  There is a chance that your thinner 
lambs might do better at a bigger sale depending on who is there buying.  I was glad to see 3 big buyers at our graded 
sale.  I think they appreciated being able to buy the lambs in lots.  One buyer would have preferred to have the hair and 
wool sheep separated although it shouldn’t matter if they are graded. 
 
Our prices compared well to the New Holland prices from the same time period.  The buyers know those lambs are 
going to shrink again when they load them up and take them to their final destination and take that into consideration 
when they are deciding on the price they can pay. 
 
Now we need to decide what to do in the future.  Do we want to plan one or two sales for next fall?  If so what would be 
the best timing both for marketing and or producers looking to sell animals.  I like the idea of supporting a local business 
and I was impressed with the animal handling I saw there.  Levi Geyer has suggestions for making it less labor intensive 
for the folks at the sale barn which should help with their costs.  Ron Kuck and I plan to meet with the people from 
Empire in January and talk about how it went from both perspectives and make some future plans.  Please share any 
feedback you have with me. 
Explanation of Grades: 
Blue: Associated with lambs expected to grade Upper 2/3 Choice to Prime based on carcass confirmation and quality. This grade is associated with animals that tend to be thickly muscled 
throughout, are moderately wide and thick in relation to their length and have moderately plump and full legs, moderately wide and thick backs, and moderately thick and full shoulders and 
a modest degree of fat covering. 
Green: Associated with lambs expected to grade in the lower 1/3 Choice based on carcass confirmation and quality. Lambs are slightly thick muscled throughout, they tend to be slightly wide 
and thick in relation to their length and tend to have slightly plump and full legs, slightly wide and thick backs, and slightly thick and full shoulders with a slight to small degree of fat covering.  
Red: Associated with lambs expected to grade below Choice based on carcass confirmation and quality. Lambs are slightly thin muscled throughout, are moderately narrow in relation to 
their length and have slightly thin, tapering legs, and slightly narrow and thin backs and shoulders. Lambs also show very little to no fat covering. 
 
Betsy’s interpretation of the grades:  Blues are nice, well-fed but not fat healthy looking lambs.  Greens are in the middle and Reds look like they got yanked off pasture in November and 
there hasn’t been any grass out there in a while. 


